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 About Reproducible Science

and about science that can be trusted in N yrs

Lourdes Verdes-Montenegro & AMIGA team 



•Reproducibility? vocabularies

•Reproducibility as a technical specification: where we are now

•Incentives/Metrics

•Benefits for the SKA community
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• Open access: sharing and dissemination of published papers --->  the PDF

• Open science (H2020)

- As other challenges need to be addressed such as infrastructure, IP rights, content-
mining and alternative metrics, but also inter-institutional, inter-disciplinary and 
international collaboration among all actors in R+I, the EC is now moving decisively 
from ‘Open access’ into the broader picture of ‘Open science’.

• And Astronomy?

- Data:  IVOA 
- Individuals: Personal script-based recipes, Multi-archive VO recipes, Processing 
pipelines, etc

- Community initiatives: Cyber-SKA, Montage, Astro-WISE, Helio-VO, ADSLabs, etc

• Enough?

- Exascale era
- Not only about access, but about reuse or peer verification

REPRODUCIBILITY?



-Details on contents and link between pieces
- Annotations as in wet lab 
- Dependences, acknowledgements, 
information on usage by other reasearchers
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Results may vary: Reproducibility, Open science and all that Jazz. Goble 2013

An experiment is as 
transparent as the 
visibility of its steps
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• Gaining momentum in 

- computer science, engineering, life sciences, biomedical sciences, climate 
science, ecology, epidemiology, psychology, econometrics, social sciences 

• Creating and sharing reusable scientific workflows and web services 

- MyExperiment, Wf4ever, overview in e.g. Davidson & Freire 2008, here Rosa 
Filgueira and e-Science buddies
- Science Gateways (talks today)

REPRODUCIBILITY AS A TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

WHERE ARE WE NOW



The Agave Platform: NSF-funded cloud platform 
for reproducible science, initially for iPlant (2008) 
now CyVerse (2013). TB resources, starting 
collaboration with the WWT
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•                      (US NSF funded)
- Preservation + access to multi-scale, multi-discipline, and multi-national science 
data: 

biological data from the genome to the ecosystem of environmental data available 
from atmospheric, ecological, hydrological, and oceanographic source

•The Collage Authoring Environment 
(Nowakowski et al)

A software infrastructure which enables domain scientists to collaboratively develop 
and publish their work in the form of executable papers

• Paper Maché: Creating Dynamic Reproducible Science
(Brammer et al 2011)

Paper management system using virtual environments so that the 
full experiment is packaged with a Virtual machine.
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• ADS Labs (open repository for Astronomy)

ADS has been linking papers with Vizier data. Now also observing 
proposals, telescope, software is being referenced 
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• Why making the effort? 

- Scientific Method...
- Product of several person-years’ worth of effort
- Imperatives from funding bodies and governments
- Some Journals require that source code and data is made available online 
under some form of open source license (often optional)
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In January 2014, the journal Psychological Science (PSCI) 
introduced badges for articles with open data. 
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• Why not?

- Pressure to “make the discovery”: Publish or perish
- Give your competitors an advantage
- (Lack of) Resources, training, tools, cost of preparation and curation
- And getting worse with generation of new data/ publications at an 
unprecedented rate
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•  Is “Number of papers” a measure of scientific productivity? 

- I am not a big fan of counting but... 
- if we’d start counting instead Number of reproducible papers?

• Are citations a good measure of impact?

- Is peer review any good? (Casati et al 2009)

•Rankings of the review process vs impact (citations):
 Very little correlation 

EC STREP
2008 - 2011

http://amiga.iaa.es:8888/download/attachments/3998319/Casati-et-al-ecss+-+annotated.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1323355601269
http://amiga.iaa.es:8888/download/attachments/3998319/Casati-et-al-ecss+-+annotated.pdf?version=1&modificationDate=1323355601269


Exploring and Understanding Scientific Metrics in Citation 
Networks (Krapivin et al 2009)
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INCENTIVES AND METRICS

altmetrics is the creation and 
study of new metrics based on the 
Social Web for analyzing, and 
informing scholarship.



•In the Web era, scholarship leaves footprints. 
•The flow of scholarly information is expanding by orders of magnitude, 
swamping our paper-based filtering system

J. PRIEM, 2013. NATURE, 495, 437
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• “Understanding metrics, reducing reliance on rankings, and suggesting new 
ways to evaluate scientists are only the beginning”

(K. Shaw, Scientific Method blog)

“It’s going to take a sea 
change and lots of 
cooperation among 
scientists, journals, and 
academic and 
government institutions 
to banish the “publish 
or perish” mentality”
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• Reproduciblity is not the aim, is the mean 

• SRCs synonymous of Science as a Service (SCIaaS)? (not meaning outsourcing)

- Supporting scientific communities to access, share, and reuse research objects, 
methods, experiments, stimulating the development of new knowledge

• Keeping a project at the scale of the SKA funded requires all of the 
science to be spotless

BENEFITS FOR THE SKA COMMUNITY 



- Reproducibility as a Technical Specification. Crick et al 2015

- G. Begley and J. Ioannidis 2015

- Workflows4ever Project

- And plenty of material and ideas from talks and/or discussions with:

ADDITIONAL REFERENCES
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